
There are a number of goals: 

1. Provide an overview of plant optimiza-

tion via simulation and quantitative 

analysis 

2. To teach the fundamental concepts of 

mass balancing - such as least squares 

minimization  

3. To teach advanced concepts of mass 

balancing via information theory 

4. To provide participants with software 

to perform a simple mass balance 

(MMMinBal1D) 

5. To discuss ore properties in depth - 

particularly: 

 1D Mass Balance 

 2D Mass Balance 

 3D Mass Balance 

 

6. To teach information methods via infor-

mation theory. 

7. To explain how ore variability can be used to 

advantage for quantitative analysis 

8. To provide an overview of how the methods 

are taught in the course are a basis for opti-

mization 

Those participants who are interested in further 

implementation should target between 5-30% cost 

reductions in improved mineral processing opera-

tion. 

Heading Contents 

1. The MIDAS method/ the nine steps of 

optimizing a plant 

2. Introduction to Mass Balancing 

3. Information theory 

4. Advanced Mass Balancing 

5. Mass Balancing/ Practical Example 

6. Inference 

7. Moving Forward 

Workshop Purpose 

Speaker Profile: Dr Stephen Gay 

Dr. Stephen Gay is a leading world expert and is 

committed to developing optimisation and simula-

tion software and mathematical algorithms for 

mineral processing. He has completed a PhD from 

JKMRC (Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Cen-

tre) (1991-1994). After his PhD, he was appointed 

as a Senior Research fellow focusing on mathemati-

cal modelling, particularly the development of an 

integrated simulation system. He contributed to 

the development of various JKTech software: 

JKMultiBal and JKSimFloat  primarily producing al-

gorithms for data reconciliation. He was a senior 

metallurgist with SGS Canada (2009-2010) on the 

Integrated Geometallurgical System focusing both 

on mineralogical and flotation integration. Previous 

to working in mineral processing he worked as a 

Physical Oceanographer (Australian Institute of Ma-

rine Science, 1986- 1991). He is the author of over 

60 published papers. 

 

ADVANCED MASS BALANCING 

AND INFERENCE 



Mass balancing is often taught using least squares mini-

mization. Inference is generally not taught and in the 

absence of inference, modelfitting is rendered very diffi-

cult, which is why mineral processing simulation is gener-

ally much more difficult than it should be. 

In this course we focus on mass balancing and inference. 

Whilst mass balancing is taught initially from a conven-

tional least squares minimization approach, the course 

then discusses a probabilistic or information theory ap-

proach. Information theory is a relatively new area of 

mathematics which is only available to students through 

this course. By using information theory one can infer 

ore properties at each stream in great depth. (i.e. multi-

mineral particle distributions) thereby providing the basis 

for later steps (particularly modelfitting). 

Who should attend? 

The course is primarily designed for Plant Managers and 

Metallurgists. However because of the innovative com-

ponent, the course should also be considered by Senior 

Executives (i.e. CPOs, Technology Managers) with a view 

to developing holistic and effective sampling and analysis 

strategies for real operational improvement. The course 

represents a crucial component of such a holistic strate-

gy.  

 

 

 

Training Software 

MMBal1D is a single-component mass-balance system. 

(i.e. size  or assay) and will be made freely available to 

participants for a one year period. This single-license 

alpha version provides opportunity for participants to 

decide whether to later purchase more advanced ver-

sions. 

 

Contacts 

Dr Stephen Gay 

MIDASTech International 

courses@midastech.net 

LinkedIn: Stephen Gay 

 

 

 

 

 

Workshop Details 

In order to optimize a mineral processing plant 

there are 9 steps required. 

1. Collect data (measurement) 

2. Collate data (into a database) 

3. Flowsheeting 

4. Mass Balance 

5. Inference 

6. Determine Operational Parameter 

7. Modelfit 

8. Simulate 

9. Optimise 


